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My name is Claire & I am excited to be your new

monthly Magazine Editor for the CCC.

I originally qualified as a psychologist in 2008 and

then went on to qualify as an Integrative counsellor.

Throughout my career I worked as a director for a local

rape crisis centre & in 2016 I went solely into private

practice. I have always been creative since I was a little

girl and naturally incorporated this into my client

work, so I was delighted to stumble upon and become

a supporter of this amazing community from the early

days. I love seeing how creativity helps clients unfold

and understand their world and have a real passion for

supporting others to do this with their clients. I am

looking forward to highlighting all of your stories and

sharing the amazing work that this Creative

Counselling Movement is doing. You can submit your

stories and articles to

magazine@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com 

Take A Moment

CCC Magazine Editor   



MEET THE TEAM

Tanja Sharpe -
Founder, CEO and
community lead for

CCC

Gaynor Rimmer -  Events and Retreats
lead for the CCC

Dee  Richards - Creative
Interventions Lead for

the CCC
Evie Sharpe - Community
engagement lead for the

CCC



Tanja Sharpe - Founder, CEO and Community lead for the CCC
Tanja is the founder of the CCC, which she has seen grow from strength to strength alongside
the other three admins.Tanja is a qualified Integrative Counsellor, Facebook Community
Leadership Fellow, published Author and NLP coach. When not running the CCC or juggling
all the other commitments she has, Tanja loves being creative, exploring nature & being with
like-minded people. Tanja is your contact for the online membership, marketing, speaking
opportunities and all things Facebook related. You can contact her on
connectwithus@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com
 
Gaynor Rimmer - Events and Retreats lead for the CCC
Gaynor is one of the four admin who has been with the CCC from the start and has helped to
build the CCC. When Gaynor isn't organising CCC events she likes to put on her running
shoes and go in search of Bon Jovi, she is his number one fan. Gaynor is a qualified
Humanistic counsellor, CBT Therapist and Reiki practitioner, she has also recently gained her
qualification in Supervision and Hypnotherapy. Gaynor is your contact for all CCC events and
retreats, if you have any queries, you can contact her at
gaynor@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com 
 
Evie Sharpe - Community Engagement Lead for the CCC
Evie is an Integrative Counsellor and is the go to person for anything community related, Evie
checks in with members, hosts weekly threads and is the welcome wagon to the club. As a
recent trainee herself, there is no one better suited to be the trainees champion, ensuring that
all trainees in the group feel included. In her spare time Evie loves challenging herself and
anything muddy as she often participates in tough mudder, Spartan & OCR races. 
For all things community based Evie can be contacted at evie@thecreative
counsellorsclub.com
 
Dee Richards - Creative Interventions Lead for the CCC
Dee is a qualified CBT Therapist and is our creativity queen. She runs training & workshops on
the therapeutic use of Mandalas in counselling work. In her spare time Dee likes to do
anything that is related to self care whether that be walks in nature or spending time with her
family. Dee is your contact for membership queries & online training or CPD. If you would like
to talk to Dee about your membership or are interested in sharing your creative ideas with our
members through online training, you can contact Dee on
dee@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com 
 
 

MEET THE TEAM





Join The Creative Counsellors
Club Online Membership to access
40+ hours of creative counselling
CPD in the comfort of your home!

MEMBER BENEFITS
 
When you join, you will receive a welcome letter and
membership card in the post. You will receive an invite to join
our members only Facebook space. You will have the
opportunity to be featured in our monthly magazine, newsletter
and within our social media platforms. You will get access to all
of the online therapeutic skills shares designed to integrate
creative counselling tools into mainstream counselling models.
You will receive a printable CPD certificate for each skills share
you complete. You will be invited to join the LIVE online
monthly skills share before it gets added to the membership.
You will be joining a growing community dedicated to sharing
and exploring the power of community and creativity  for
mental health. You get ALL this for just £10 a month.
 



Our monthly membership currently has nine different Creative Counselling skills share/courses on various
topics. These are delivered via a mix of online videos, downloadable PDF's and worksheets.
 
Current courses include:
 
Working Creatively with Autistic Clients
 
The Beginning, The Middle & The End in Creative Counselling Work
 
Clay Therapy Skills
 
Exploring Dreams in Creative Counselling Work
 
Exploring Self-Harm
 
Creative Journaling for Counsellors (our most popular course)
 
Exploring Trauma, Dissociation and Creative Interventions
 
Exploring Gaming Addiction
 
Creative Therapeutic Visualisations in the Therapy Room
 
CPD Courses on their way to your membership hub:
 
Exploring & Expressing Anger in Creative Counselling
 
The Anxiety Tornado and how to help clients in Creative Counselling Work
 
Supporting Clients through Loss & Bereavement in Creative Counselling
 
Exploring (ACES) Adverse Childhood Experiences - The study & its relevance in the therapy room today
 
Three other reasons to consider joining us:
 
On joining, you receive a beautiful membership card and lanyard
 
You are invited to join our closed Facebook group where we explore and discuss the CPD and other topics
 
You are offered discounted and priority tickets to all of our events, conferences and get togethers (where
possible)
 
Membership only costs £10 per month and you can cancel anytime!
 
We would love to have you join us!
 
www.theccchub.com

https://www.theccchub.com/






BE YOUR SELF

EVERYONE ELSE IS
TAKEN 

Oscar Wilde 



How are we almost in March already? I don't know about you, but for me
January seemed to go on forever, then February feels like I blinked and its
gone. 
 
February has seen many people across the world celebrating Valentines
day, whilst others loathe the day. 
 
for me Valentines day used to be a day I dreaded as it reminded of what I
didn't have. Then one day I decided to change the meaning of the day for
myself. Now Valentines day is a day that I honour and show appreciation
for the people in my life I am grateful for. It reminds me how lucky I am to
have people in my life that care about me and that I can care about.  I also
use the day to commemorate freedom, freedom from all the abusive
relationships I had in the past. 
 
What does valentines day mean for you?
 
I also love the month of February as its my birthday month. Do you
celebrate a birthday in February?
 
So this month has seen the CCC admin search for, secure, move in and
decorate a new office and training space. This bright vibrant new space
will see the admin team recording new training videos and more im sure.
They also want the new space to become a part of their mission to end
counsellor isolation and improve counsellors mental health.  So they have
created a warm/safe space for members to come along and have time to
chill out, grab a coffee etc. So every Friday morning 10-12 they will be
opening the space for drop ins. 
 

February also saw Tanja and Evie travelling to London for a Facebook
community event which you can find out more about in the ccc on tour
feature. 

COMMUNITY NEWS





#HOPE



The lovely Caroline Peacock from Heart to Heart Therapy
agreed to write an amazing article for us about being a
play therapist.
 
Me and my magical weeks as an Accredited Play
Therapist!
I was honoured to be asked to write about my passion
which started back in February 2011 where I studied to
become an Accredited Play and Creative Arts Therapist
(APT) and Certified Creative Supervisor.
 

A day in the life of a 
Play Therapist  

During my time I have had some wonderful mentors who I now can call friends.  As my
day can be so varied I have taken a typical week instead of a day.  I learnt, over time, that
when you work in private practice you do need at least one day in the week which you
can call your own for admin, phoning HMRC, chasing bills but also for some much
needed self-care, whether it scheduling some time with other Play Therapist / Creative
Counsellors so you can meet and start talking in that ‘special talk’ which warms my soul.

 On Friday my 14 year old daughter witnessed one of these soul nurturing conversations
when ‘I visited The triple C HQ’ and she turned around to me and said – “Mum, I’ve never
seen you like that before, so relaxed in your own skin.”  I live for that feeling, being with
like minded people.
 
 
Back to my week when I worked as an APT, Monday was my long drive but my starting
late and working in a residential home with young people



 
  I learnt so much, and have so much respect
for those working long sometimes
challenging shifts working in a residential
setting.  Also, about the different type of
communication that is needed and how to
work with the different teams and how the
young people cope with the change of
these teams on a continuous basis.
 

My toolkit for working with young people within their environment is generally very
bespoke.
Some like to have a choice, others prefer structure.  I will have my art supplies (paper,
fabric, stickers, paper plates etc) within a flat  A2 art folder, (pens, pencils, oil pastels
etc), clay in takeaway tubs and I am lucky enough that I can leave a sand tray and bring a
selection of miniatures within their bespoke therapy room.
 

 
Also how to help support and it can be tailored for the home which may differ, but also
be similar to the work we do with families.
 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday are much more structured where I worked up to
working the two days due to demand and luckily they had the space to house me.  This
can be such a challenge in so many schools, finding a confidential space for your client /
clients (whether you are working on a 1:1 or group basis).  A factor that I realised early
on in my career was logistics and relationship building with key individuals is imperative
to making play therapy become effective within the running of a school.  
 
As many stakeholders as possible need to know about what is happening in their school.  
I am sure that I am preaching to the choir when I say, they so desperately want someone
to ‘fix’ the problem as mental health is on the increase.  As soon as they have overcome
the obstacle of finances and have you in the school they would really like to know what
is going on within the session. However, managing that delicate situation should have
been a module in itself on my course please, because it can be so tricky to give just
enough information to keep the stakeholders content whilst ensuring you uphold the
confidentiality of your client.
 



 
Every day I have my routine, starting with getting all my  kit out of my car into the
library (my allocated room for the days), check in and a warm welcome to the
secretaries (always good idea to keep the gatekeepers sweet), cup of tea and ready for
set up and I have got it down to around 30 minutes with my trolley and IKEA bag for
music and puppets.
 

 
So then it is down to setting the tables up
leaving plenty of space in the middle for den
building, ball games, movement activities, who
knows.  The other ‘stations are’ art – with water,
clay (board and tools), paints and aprons for us
both (the wonders of plastic tablecloths!

Next I bring the sandtrays (dry and wet) from
storage (with 2 plastic bottles of water),
minatures held in takeaway containers;
puppets; musical instruments; misceallenous
like beach ball, dancing fans, large materials
and of course the obligatory handcuffs!

 

 
Having a clock or sometimes two can be really useful especially if you have a large room.  
I like one that I can see if I am going to be at the sandtray for the whole session and the
other one would usually be facing the opposite direction.  You never know where you
are going to be!  Variety is the spice of sessions

I make sure that each client has their own box which is ready for them at the beginning
of each session and will be removed and I will take home to my locked cabinet at night. 
 Note taking is essential for me from one to another so I do leave myself 10 minutes
between clients to clean up and write brief notes which I can expand on at the end of
each day.

 
I will never see more than five 1:1 clients in one day and 20 clients in a week as I know
for myself that is my limit.
 



 
 
Fridays I choose to work in a café where I can sip on tea and eat scones because I know
that I will be distracted at home.  They know me in there now and I never make any
confidential calls as I have my car to do those calls it in we are so creative our creative
therapists!
 
I do live for my supervision sessions too – I make no apologies for changing supervisors.  
You really do have to find the one that fits and evolves with you.  I learnt this from my
first supervisor who was my wise owl who walked with me during my certificate and
diploma years.  She was gentle and I ended up working for her afterwards in school in
the region and still did until I recently achieved my full time post as a school counsellor.  
She said – “Caroline you need a new supervisor now – you are qualified, no longer a
student, spread your wings, see yourself in a different light!”  I appreciated that gentle
push because it has allowed me to always grow and never be afraid to have open
conversations with my subsequent supervisors to ensure that I have been receiving the
best type of supervision for my needs at that time.
 
If there is ever any questions anyone would like to ask about working in any of the
fields I have done I would be happy to answer to answer those questions, just send
them to Claire at magazine@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com and Claire will pass them
on. 

 



The morning after I killed myself, I woke up. I made myself breakfast in bed. I added salt and pepper to my
eggs and used my toast for a cheese and bacon sandwich. I squeezed a grapefruit into a juice glass. I scraped the
ashes from the frying pan and rinsed the butter off the counter. I washed the dishes and folded the towels.
 
The morning after I killed myself, I fell in love. Not with the boy down the street or the middle school principal.
Not with the everyday jogger or the grocer who always left the avocados out of the bag. I fell in love with my
mother and the way she sat on the floor of my room holding each rock from my collection in her palms until
they grew dark with sweat. I fell in love with my father down at the river as he placed my note into a bottle and
sent it into the current. With my brother who once believed in unicorns but who now sat in his desk at school
trying desperately to believe I still existed.
 
The morning after I killed myself, I walked the dog. I watched the way her tail twitched when a bird flew by or
how her pace quickened at the sight of a cat. I saw the empty space in her eyes when she reached a stick and
turned around to greet me so we could play catch but saw nothing but sky in my place. I stood by as strangers
stroked her muzzle and she wilted beneath their touch like she did once for mine.
 
The morning after I killed myself, I went back to the neighbors’ yard where I left my footprints in concrete as a
two year old and examined how they were already fading. I picked a few daylilies and pulled a few weeds and
watched the elderly woman through her window as she read the paper with the news of my death. I saw her
husband spit tobacco into the kitchen sink and bring her her daily medication.
 
The morning after I killed myself, I watched the sun come up. Each orange tree opened like a hand and the kid
down the street pointed out a single red cloud to his mother.
 
The morning after I killed myself, I went back to that body in the morgue and tried to talk some sense into her. I
told her about the avocados and the stepping stones, the river and her parents. I told her about the sunsets and
the dog and the beach.
 
The morning after I killed myself, I tried to unkill myself, but couldn’t finish what I started. 

POETS CORNER 

The morning  after I killed myself

by Meggie Royer

Meggie gave us permission to share her poem within our
magazine.  "Meggie Royer is a Midwestern writer, domestic
violence advocate, and the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of
Persephone’s Daughters, a literary and arts journal for abuse
survivors. She has won numerous awards for her work and
has been nominated several times for the Pushcart Prize. She
thinks there is nothing better in this world than a finished
poem." her blog can be found HERE 

https://writingsforwinter.tumblr.com/?fbclid=IwAR3ZTOtw9SuM5foWrXwbDMeekQ-KSBdcwhmZ91uGYnarc5qfiN_H5ifRKH4


POETS CORNER 

The waters look still, so still, so calm, so deep, so dark, all serene,
then from somewhere a tiny drop falls and splashes,

ripples start to spread, out and out,
but they do not stop, they keep on going, never ending, out, then back in,

will they stop? 
No, the serene calmness has gone.

Up from underneath comes something surging,
seething but does not burst out.

What is it?
It remains hidden, never surfacing, turning and twisting like a living thing,
menacing the calm of the surface which is now no longer able to contain

the waves,
which start to form and surge and rush and crash, with white riderless

horses,
first one, then another, and another, yet another,

then the whole surface rises up to form a whirling mass,
the waves again come crashing - up and down, round and round, sucking

downward with a frightening force,
what is it?

where are you?
why won’t you listen?

please help me!
please show you care!

the silence is deafening.
There is no one.

No one is listening.
No one cares.

Betrayal.
Alone.

Confusion.
Anger.

 

A poem written by Sue Pearson 



POETS CORNER  
 
 

Such Rage.
Madness? No no please no, not that.

Life goes on. It must go on, at least for some.
But not for all.

Why?
Who knows?

 
A wall of water, a wall rising up, rigid, as if of stone, stands poised.

Why doesn’t it move? Why won’t it budge?
It must, it must come crashing down.

Such devastation.devastation.
No, no, no,

there will be too much harm, too much hurt, no leave it, let it stay,
where it’s safe.

But no, it must fall, it must come down, crashing down -
there is no easy way.
There must be pain.

So let it come down, let it fall now.
Please. It must. It cannot stay. How? How to release it?

First a tiny trickle where the armour is weak.
Armour? What armour? Who put it there? Who dared touch it?

The trickle turns into a torrent, a pouring torrent which seems like it
will never end.

Wave upon wave, crashing down without mercy,
like it will submerge everything

and destroy all who dare stand in its way.
No more peace. No more serenity. The calm surface was a lie.

All is broken.
Utterly devastated.

It can’t be right.
Can’t be good – can it?

The last of the wall descends, merges back into the surface and is
gone.

The hidden hand that was guiding it caresses away the fear, with
tenderness and love.

All is calm.



POETS CORNER 

Let me ease your pain
I can't promise that your pain will

disappear
But I will do my best to hold it

I will try hard to understand
I hope that you can allow me to walk

beside you
Through this painful journey

I know it won't be easy, it won't feel
comfortable

But I hope you will feel my presence
I hope you will not feel all alone as you

have done recently.
Thank you for allowing me to get a sense

of how it is for you
I felt totally immersed in your world

I hope I can relieve you from this
enormous heaviness
Because I feel it too

Thank you, for sharing your story
I heard it...and felt it as it unfolded

I can hear your vulnerability
But I can also sense your courage

Let's walk together, and see how far we
get

The path may be long and windy
But I will stay by your side,never in front

or behind,
Until we reach a place where it feels that

you're able
To stand alone again

A poem written by Kim Davies
 



All dogs are Therapists in disguise! 
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Meet Madam Maia from Four Paws Therapy 



STONE OF THE MONTH 



Welcome to February’s crystal edition.

Valentine`s day approaches as I start writing this, every shop, restaurant, florist is filled

with cards, teddys, hearts and words of love.

 

In recent weeks social media has been flooded with kindness and support for those who

are struggling, feeling overwhelmed and alone.

 

Sadness filled my heart.

 

I wondered why it always seems to take a tragic set of events to unfold to evoke such

an outburst of love and kindness.

 

I started thinking about connections; connections with ourselves and others. Our ability

to fully love ourselves and each other as we deserve.

Our ability to treat each other with respect kindness and love.

 

Stone of the month

By Gaynor Rimmer   

 
The heart chakra or energy centre is known in Sanskrit as Anahata and is known to
be linked with unconditional happiness and joy.



RUBY FUCHSITE

Ruby Fuchsite is a wonderful emotional healing crystal.

The ruby connects our heart and love fuelling passions

and the fuchsite provides resilience against emotional

issues.  

This is perfect for those feeling they are in some way not

good enough by encouraging acceptance of true self-

worth. Encouraging you to follow your hearts-desire.

Ruby Fuchsite can transform negative and destructive

energies into positive ones such a joy and happiness.

Meditating with Ruby Fuchsite can help remove blockages

from your heart energy centre or chakra. Releasing those

trapped negative emotions and leaving your heart open

to love.

 
Slow down and look deep inside yourself…
 
Take a moment and feel the connections you have to the people you care about.
Take a deep breath and feel that energy flowing through you. The energy of connection to
others, to the world around us.
What do you feel in your body, which crystals are you connecting with which ones draw you
closer?
Trust the process, the crystals you need will find you.
The obvious crystal of love is Rose Quartz, and we looked at this stunning pink crystal in
Januarys` edition.

Sadly, many people for one reason or another feel they are not worthy of love.

 

 

Childhood experiences, social media, life experience all contribute to how we feel about

ourselves and the world around us.

 

We compare ourselves unfavourably with others, never feeling fully satisfied with our lot

in life.

  

Often our own self-destructive behaviours contribute to relationships ending, reinforcing

the belief that we are not worthy or deserving of happiness.

 

How can crystals help and where do you start when looking for Crystals to evoke

happiness and love?



In its natural form is quite rare.

A calming crystal which facilitates clear

thoughts, enhancing self-worth and provides a

calmness.

Stimulating an abundance of love within the

physical as well as the spiritual body.

Meditating with Strawberry Quartz can leave us

with an enormous sense of well-being, filling us

with love and increased sense of self-worth.

STRAWBERRY QUARTZ

A true heart-warming crystal, which is filled with

warmth and the ability to create balance between

both the heart and the head.

 

Agate is known to encourage the acceptance of

one’s true self. Apricot Agate may also be known as

Pink Agate, this is said to strengthen the loving

bond between a parent and child.

Using Apricot Agate to meditate,

Slow your breathing down, then holding the Apricot

Agate over your heart, let your mind focus on the

connection between you and a loved one.

Let the feelings of love flow freely through your

body and mind.

Waves of love washing over you, providing a

warmth, a strong sense of inner love, peace and

calm.  

APRICOT AGATE

 crystal that encourages true self love, forgiveness and
acceptance.
Rhodonite can assist in healing both emotional and
physical wounds.
 
 
Working with Rhodonite placed over the heart to aid in
the emotional healing or on the skin for the physical
healing of wounds.

RHODONITE



 

Opalite

I chose the Opalite angel as the focus crystal for the

grid below.

Opalite brings a calm balance of love, happiness and

joy to the centre of the grid.

 

Offering a real self-esteem boost enriching our

sense of self and harnessing our own energies and

power.

Cleansing and clearing all the energy centres or

chakras in the body.

Freeing us from painful memories, emotional hurt,

and then creating a peaceful harmony with ourselves

 
Rhodonite aids in helping our scars fade, both our emotional and physical ones.
Meditating with Rhodonite can help us work towards forgiveness, reconciliation or the
acceptance of what was, so we can move forward, leaving the past behind us.
Leaving that which no longer benefits us, nurturing love within ourselves for ourselves and
others.
Opening our hearts again to new possibilities and love.

.
 
I created this crystal grid to share love, and emotional healing with you and our community.
Sending out loving vibes and peace to all our CCC members across the world.



 

Oh My Goodness!!!! We are super excited to be bringing you this

exciting new awards feature. 

 

Every month we are going to be awarding two awards! The first is

our very special Ripple Starter Award medal, which comes with a

£20 Amazon voucher and the second is a £10 Amazon voucher and

a shout out in this magazine awarded to one of our inspiring,

active and engaged members in our CCC Facebook groups.  

WE ARE SO EXCITED TO BE CELEBRATING YOU! 

 

Whats involved I hear you ask? We will award the Big Ripple

Starter Medal to a member who really spreads the word of the

creative counselling movement. This will be someone who

inspires and empowers others through creativity. Examples may

include, members who have created an inspiring blog or spread

the word about creative counsellors on the radio. Members will

be selected monthly by the CCC team and will be announced in

this magazine. We will also award a £10 AMAZON voucher to one

of our most active members in our Facebook groups, so pop into

the group and get active, share a creative tool, go live, start a

new thread, support others and help to inspire other members. 

Our top 10 most active members will be added into a a live draw

which will take place in our Facebook Community group at the

end of every month. 

 

We want to  thank you for all that you to do inspire and empower

others to be more passionate about integrating Creative

Counselling Skills into mainstream models. 

 #CREATIVECOUNSELLORS  #EMPOWERONEMILLION

Creative Counsellors Awards 

Celebrating and awarding our 
most inspiring community members



Creative Counsellors Awards 

"We are honoured
to announce

January's award
winner is...…

Masha Bennett "
 

Masha has won the award for
her dedication to the Creative

Counsellors Club and our
members. 

Masha gives her valuable time
every month to write articles
on sand symbols, they really
are brilliant. Masha is always

sharing things within the
main group, is a genuinely all

round nice person.  
Im sure you will all agree that

Masha  is a very deserving
winner and join us in

CONGRATULATING her!!





Meet members who share their inspiring stories of what

brought them to be creative counsellors. 

Inspiring Heart Stories 

My story by  Amy Otto

Why did I become a counsellor? What a

powerful question!

 
17 years ago I did something that was to change the course of my life forever.  At

22 years of age, I had just completed my degree and got my first ‘proper’ job at a

College, which was where one day, whilst flicking through the part time

prospectus, something caught my eye and I enrolled on the Introduction to

Counselling course.  This was to set me on a journey that at the time, I could not

have imagined.

 
I loved the subject of counselling from my very first lesson and so the following
year I did the Intermediate level which sparked my interest further and so I then
continued to do the Certificate qualification.  I completed this level and although
I knew there was something in me that had been awoken, I also felt that at that
time in my life I wasn’t ready to embark on the next stage.
  
Discovering the subject of counselling was something that stayed with me and I
knew I would return to it one day when the time was right.
 
 One marriage, two children, two spells of severe postnatal depression, one
divorce, four job changes and two house moves later, that time came.  
 
Having had a 7 year gap, it was advised that I was to redo the Certificate course,
which at the time I wasn’t happy about but understood the reasoning and of
course, like most things tend to do, it had it’s way of working itself out for the
best. 



 A young person taking part in the project will benefit from health and wellbeing
support which will support their continued engagement in education.  It gives
them access to an alternative curriculum which will allow them to undertake
accredited qualifications linked to local market opportunities and will also
improve their attainment. In my role I see young people with a wide range of
issues including anxiety, family problems, bereavement, sexuality and identity,
self-esteem, depression.
 
 I love my job and I feel it is such a privilege to hear people’s innermost thoughts.  
I have learnt so much about people and this quote from Carl Rogers is one of my
favourites that I keep written in my work diary and think about often:  “People
are just as wonderful as sunsets if you let them be.  When I look at a sunset, I
don’t find myself saying, “soften the orange a bit on the right hand corner.”  I
don’t try to control a sunset.  I watch with awe as it unfolds.”
 
 Recently I have been developing my interest in ways to work with my clients
creatively and joining the Creative Counsellors Club at the start of year and
attending skill share sessions has helped my confidence in offering something a
little different to the young people if appropriate.  Using masks helped a young
person who was very stuck verbally explaining her feeling to be able to access
her thoughts in a different way which helped her be able to move on.  I still have
lots to learn and like Maslow believed, I will always be striving for personal
growth and looking for ways to better myself and as I was missing working with
adults I have recently opened a private practice called Willow Tree after the
beautiful tree opposite my house. I am very content with where I am at and
thankful for all I have in my life.
 
 

I then did the 2 year Level 4 Diploma in Therapeutic Counselling and qualified in
September 2016. 
 
During my studies I learnt a lot about myself, some of which is thanks to the
lessons and some I dealt with in my own personal therapy and supervision.
  
 I then completed a course on Counselling Children and Young People and after
qualifying I accepted a job as a School Counsellor for the TRAC 11 – 24 team
based in Wrexham which is an EU funded project supporting young people aged
11 – 24 disengaging with education and at risk of becoming NEET (not in
Education, Employment or Training).



TRAIN TO BE A CREATIVE YOUTH WELLBEING &
MINDFULLNESS COACH FOR 7-11 YEAR OLDS  - ACCREDITED

ONLINE COURSE

CLICK WWW.CONFIDENTHEARTSCLUB.COM FOR DETAILS 

SALE
Wild

3 0 %  O F F !

https://www.confidentheartsclub.com/


Two of the CCC Admin team, Tanja and Evie travelled all the way to London for a
Facebook community event. They were invited to talk about The Creative
Counsellors Club, the membership and the courses to a group of Facebook
Community Leaders in London at the community leadership circles. Tanja quotes
" I mostly wanted to get across how much I love being a part of this community,
how passionate we all are about changing lives as counsellors and about how we
connect online and offline. It was so great to connect with CCC member Rachna
Sharma Sirtaj at the talk for a long overdue hug and Im excited about new
collaborations forming which will bring beautiful new CPD courses to our online
membership and offline meet ups this year. I also got to catch up with Suzanne
who runs a Parenting group for parents who take care of a young person with
mental health struggles Parenting Mental Health. A great resource to refer
parents to if they beed some additional community support. Shamash Alidina ,
one of my favourite authors also agreed to sign some copies of his books as a
giveaway to our members. He writes on Mindfulness, Self-Compassion and
general awesomeness. It was a fab day which ended back at the hotel, with a
Southern Comfort in bed, a mask on my face and some sister time with Evie!!!!"
 
If you would like the CCC team to come and deliver training to your organisation
or to counsellors within your area please get in touch with Gaynor 
Gaynor@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com

The

Counsellors Club

Creative

GO TOURON













The Creative Counsellors Club, Book Of Life will be making its journey to its
third participant this week. Take a look at the photos and see if you can guess
where I am?
 
The idea behind the Book is to invite members to create something for the book
whether that be a drawing/ a poem/ whatever you want, you then send it to the
next person and so on. 
 
Once the book is full we will get it published and use it for marketing Creative
Counselling.
 
Would you like to be involved? send your name and address to Tanja at
connectwithus@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com
 
Watch my journey as participants take phoos of their local area, can you guess
where I am?

The

Counsellors Club

Creative

BOOK LIFEOF







TREE OF THE MONTH - The Baobab Tree chosen
by Evie Sharpe 

The Baobab tree used to mesmerize me when growing up in South Africa, these
huge majestic trees held so many small worlds within them. There is one hollow
Baobab tree in Zimbabwe that is so large that up to 40 people can fit inside its
trunk, ancient and beautiful. This tree is so unique and the size of its trunk makes it
an ideal shelter and you see them being used in so many different ways throughout
Africa. There are so many trees I love for different reasons, but this one really takes
me back to my roots xx



Enter your textEnter your textEnter your text
  A couple of my supervisees were interested to try and offer this within their
sessions with their clients but had never experienced making a salt/sand jar. I
offered to show them in our supervision session so they could experience making
one but also get a feel for how the client would feel when they were carrying out
this creative activity with them.
For this exercise you will need:
Salt – table salt is perfect
Sand but make it fine sand
Small jar or Kilner jar
Greaseproof paper
Coloured chalks/ soft pastels crayons
  

This months Creative Supervision is from
Tracey cooper who has kindly written for us
before. Tracey is going to share how she uses
salt/sand jars with supervisees.
Several of my supervisees work with clients
that have suffered baby loss and infertility.
When I work with this client group, I find that
sometimes bringing some creativity into the
sessions helps them but also gives them
something to keep.

CREATIVE SUPERVISION 





 
I offered my supervisee, who for this I shall call Anna if she would like to sit on the
floor with me to do this.
 
 I explained it could get messy so she could get up at any point to go and wash her
hands. 
 
I also offered we could stop at any point if it got to upsetting for her and that we
didn’t have to complete it today. 
 
I did all this to demonstrate to Anna how it should be done with her client.
 
Taking it at the client’s pace and allowing some extra time.
 
When I do this with my clients, I give them an hour and a half to two-hour sessions.
 
 I plan it with the clients in advance before carrying this activity out due to the time
it takes. Anna said she felt really involved with the start of this process.

Anna had suffered a loss herself about
twenty years ago so I did give her a health
warning what this might bring up for her
even though she said she felt fine in doing
this activity.
 
Anna had brought her own jar for this as
it’s important that they pick their own
size jar and shape. She had brought in a
hexagonal one which I thought was
interesting as it has lots of different sides,
I wondered if this would show as we went
along…….



 
I asked Anna if she would like to take a piece
of the greaseproof paper and put a handful of
salt on it, then to think of that moment when
her loss started to happen and pick a coloured
chalk/pastel that would describe the colour of
her feeling in that moment. She picked a black
pastel up and then started to rub it over the
salt changing it from white to dark grey and
then adding a brown colour to the salt. She
spoke how the cramps had gripped her that
morning and suddenly woke her, she knew
something was wrong. Once she had finished
the amount of salt, she wanted to colour I
asked if she would like to place the salt into
the jar, she could place it in straight or at an
angel the choice was hers. I asked her to get
another handful of salt and again pick a colour
relating to her feelings in the next part of her
journey through her loss. 
 

 
We continued to do this, stopping a few
times to explore her feelings and
thoughts in more detail and for her to
wipe her tears. This process brought it
back to her and that she hadn’t really
symbolised her loss all those years ago
and this was the first time she had
actually spoken about it in-depth with
anyone. It made Anna realise that when
working with her clients it doesn’t
matter how long ago their loss
happened they can still experience it as
if it happened yesterday.
 



 
 The jar was now full and a mixture of colours
detailing her journey and the feelings she
experienced.
 
 I invited Anna to place a crystal on top of the
salt before she closed the lid, she picked up a
rose quartz and placed it on the top before
screwing the lid on. Again, I thought this was
interesting with her as it’s a healing crystal,
which I shared with her. I also expressed to her
how I thought it was quite apt that she brought
a hexagonal jar as we went through different
sides of her grief and loss and how it flowed
and ebbed through the session. She was
surprised by both the picking of the jar and
crystal.

 
Before ending the session, I asked  Anna if she wanted to do anything else to the
jar and she said she wanted to place two little feet on top of the lid. She picked up
two little red feet and stuck them to the top. Anna looked up and said can I give
you a hug, I placed my arms around her and hugged her back. I inquired if she felt
safe to leave it there and she said yes
 
Anna thanked me for showing her how to use this creative intervention with her
clients but also for doing some therapy and healing with her. I explained that is
what supervision is about, not just talking about your clients but sharing and
learning new experiences along with checking in that you are in a good place so
you can be there to hold your clients. I feel supervision should be an experiential
process between counsellor, client and supervisor.
 



IN A WORLD WHERE YOU CAN BE

ANYTHING............ 

.........BE KIND

 
Caroline Flack

 



 
Lately, I have been feeling really unsure about my emotions, which comes from the trauma of
that past relationship, that never seems to fully go away. 
 
So it comes as no surprise, that I began searching for something new to try, something
creative, that I could use to pour my feelings into and maybe use it to make sense of my
thoughts.
 
Painting is something I hadn't done since leaving school, and I remember that I wasn't very
interested in it either!
 
 However, after searching for some inspiration online, I ordered myself some acrylic paints and
tools and set to work the next day, when the house was quiet. Time seemed to pass quickly as
I painted the night time scene, with the haunting outlines of a leafless tree, and an abandoned
swing hanging from the branches.
 
 I questioned myself for a while about whether I should paint an outline of myself sitting on
the swing, but it felt right to leave it empty – I didn't belong there. 
 
I painted the moon without really thinking too much about it, and only when I had finished did
I realise how bright it stood out against the darkness. 
 
I reflected upon the picture for a while, and it brought up a lot for me. The night sky
represented a dark blanket, hovering ahead, much like my past always seems to lurk around,
and much like a blanket, often wraps around me – but consuming me to the point in which I
feel I cannot get out, I cannot find the end of the blanket sometimes, and feel trapped,
surrounded by the darkness.

 
Using Acrylic Painting to Explore and Express My Emotions 
 
By Shelby Priestley
 
 
In November 2019, I wrote an article for The
Creative Counsellors Club Monthly Magazine,
about how I used cake making and decorating to
escape an abusive relationship. I have always
been a creative individual, from being a young
girl. I often enjoy making healing candles, as well
as writing – in fact, I published my debut thriller
novel back in October 2019. My love for all
things creative has really helped me throughout
recent years.



 The moon in the sky represents hope, that amongst the darkness, there is light, which is all of the
wonderful things I am doing in my life right now, my beautiful son, loving fiance and supportive
family. 
 
It tells me that I have started to overcome the dark days and I am now heading further into the
brighter days.
 



 
The next picture I painted was the waterfall. I was feeling really positive on the
day I painted this one, and I think it shows, in the bright colours of the trees, the
sunshine in the distance, and the fact that I painted water.
 
 I have always loved being near water. 
My happy, calm place is anywhere where there is a river, the sea, or a waterfall.
 
 When finished, I once again reflected on what the painting might mean to me.
 
 The colours of the trees represent different parts of me.
 
The pink represents that I love to love, I love the idea of love and it also reminds
me of my fun, happy side.
 
 The bright green represents my love of being outdoors, and anything to do with
nature.
 
The orange represents calmness for me, and reminds me of the colour of a sunrise.
I also made a link that while there are rocks placed amongst the waterfall, they
don't stop the water from falling and flowing. 
 
Much like the trauma I have experienced, will not stop me from getting to where I
want to be, no matter how many 'rocks' I may face along the way.



SIDE BY SIDE
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JUDGEMENT FREE ZONE

LEARN FROM EACH OTHER
BREAK DOWN BARRIERS

OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW



ART INTERVENTIONS



Expressive Embody Processes   
Our Heads anf Bodies

by Honorata Chorazy-Przybysz

 
The symbolic meaning of bodies and heads has a
very powerful ability in combination with creativity
to bring up deeper exploration of self. 
 
We give symbolic meanings to heads and bodies
that may come from cultures, personal experience,
family upbringing and much more. 

The creative approach I use  is simple shapes of heads and bodies that are open
to client’s free way of recreating and gives possibilities of unlimited combinations
of colours, shapes and patterns used.
 
 It could be used as an opening of sessions to create space for person-centred
acts of self-expression, as well as during any stages of therapeutic relationship.

Materials needed:
• Scraps of variety of papers, including magazines, scrapbook patterned paper,
hand painted paper, leftovers from art pieces, doodled papers etc.
• Book pages, music sheets, written text, map pages.
• Glue stick and scissors
• Simple templates of head-profile
• Figures in different positions- dynamic and static- from magazine pages. As only
the outlines are going to be used make sure they represent diverse range in
terms of body shapes, body position and sizes.
• A4 plain paper sheets.





 

The process:

1. Choice: let the client choose what type of outlines they want to work with. There

are no limits on how many times the activity can be used and it what form.

2. Prepare selection of papers in as many  diverse styles and types as possible.

3. Allow clients to tear or cut papers into smaller pieces- they may decide to use

just a small selection or a very large selection of different pieces.

4. On A4 paper clients can outline their chosen figures or the head’s shapes.

5. Allow clients to cut out outlines from the paper -this creates “the empty mask”

of the chosen shape and can now be filled with pieces of papers glued to the page.

6. The way pieces of papers are chosen, how big they are and what part of the

outlines they fill in is down to the client. This is the time for personal meanings,

interpretations and expressions.

Taking it further:

Sometimes additional creative input is possible once the shape or shapes are

completed and filled with pieces of papers.

• Can the figures be connected? Drawing lines between the figures.

• Can some additional objects be drawn or added? For example, holding objects,

adding paths and backgrounds.

• Can the head be altered further? Can drawing be added or elements outside the

head?

 

The main purpose of this art activity is to open up  many possible ways of personal

expression and brings closer exploration of connection that can be generated

when we start reflecting on linkages with our bodies beyond what it mean on

physical level.

 

 





TOOLS TAKEAWAY

Our top five tools shared by members in
our facebook group. click the links to
share their amazing ideas ….

Tanja Sharpe shares a video on working
with buttons.  
CLICK HERE

Michelle Schofield shares a creative tool
she used to help clients to identify and
express feelings 
CLICK HERE

Janet Teal   asks members for suggestions
on  creative activities to help couples work
on empathy skills.   
 CLICK HERE 

Sophie Joy asks members for suggestions
on using clay to explore bereavement.
CLICK HERE

Emma Thilwind Culleton  asks members
for suggestions on working with the inner
child .  
CLICK HERE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/3074074109271715/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/3076861328992993/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/3066956419983484/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/3071202409558885/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/3057999050879221/


The Actualised Potato   
I'm a potato, but I'm no ordinary potato, I'm on a journey of self

discovery and self actualisation, follow my journey to see how I get

on...…….

The Actualising Tendency is one of the most
important theoretical components of Person-
Centred Counselling. It refers to the
motivational force that Rogers believed was in
ALL living organisms.

Rogers believed that all living organisms (humans, plants, animals, vegetables etc) had one basic tendency and
striving. That no matter what the conditions, the organism would try to grow, develop and enhance the experience
of the organism and at the very least, maintain.

 
This means that we are always trying to grow and develop to the best of our
ability, in whatever circumstances that we find ourselves in, taking into
account, our self-concept

Rogers saw the actualising tendency first hand when he was a young boy and uses this to explain what he means by
the Actualising Tendency.

 
Carl Rogers family stored potatoes in the basement during winter to preserve them during bad weather conditions.
During this time, Rogers observed that even though the basement was almost pitch black, there was a tiny ray of
light coming in from the window of the basement.

 
 



What he observed here was that the potatoes would try their very
best to grow, as best they could, towards the light. Even though
this meant that the sprouts were weak and pale, the potatoes still
did whatever they could to grow and enhance, and this is exactly
what he is referring to when he speaks of the Actualising
Tendency.
 
My journey of Self Actualisation is well on the way with this
therapist! 
Its seen me get my teeth fixed , looking less thuggish, reading and
even going on a date!

A little spot of

reading, developing

my vgocabulary.
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The Creative Counsellors Club
Peer Support Circles



The Creative
Counsellors Club

Regional Groups

As  some of you may know we have recruited a number of
ambassadors to be the face of The Creative Counsellors
Club in their regions. These groups have been set up for
members to connect with like minded people in their areas
and reduce counsellor isolation. They are organising
social coffee mornings and social events to end counsellor
isolation and share creative ideas of working and much,
much more. Are you a member of  your local group? Have
a look below to see where yours is and join the group,
share some creative ideas, introduce yourself, start
networking and pop along to the next event. 



Caroline Peacock 
Caroline is one of our amazing ambassadors
and hosts  the CHESHIRE EAST GROUP, so if
your local to CHESHIRE EAST then pop over
to her group and give her a HI!, introduce
yourself and get to know other counsellors in
your area.  

Pauline Andrew
Pauline is also one of our amazing
ambassadors and hosts the ESSEX
BRENTWOOD group, so if your local to
Brentwood, pop over to her group and give
her a shout , introduce yourself and get to
know other counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Jane Manners 
jane is also one of our amazing ambassadors
and hosts the MILTON KEYNES group, so if
your local to MILTON KEYNES, pop over to
her group and give her a shout , introduce
yourself and get to know other counsellors in
your area. 
CLICK HERE 

CLICK HERE CHESHIRE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsleeds/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsessex/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsmiltonkeynes/


Juulia Amalie
Juulia  is another of our amazing
ambassadors and hosts the EDINGBURGH
group, so if your local to EDINGBURGH, pop
over to her group and give her a shout ,
introduce yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Sarah Watson
Sarah is one of our original  ambassadors and
is a great asset to the team and hosts the
Birmingham group, so if your local to
Birmingham , pop over to her group and give
her a shout , introduce yourself and get to
know other counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Anna Bell
Anna is one of our  newest ambassadors
but is already a great asset to the team
and hosts the NORTH WALES group, so if
your local to NORTH WALES, pop over to
her group and give her a shout ,
introduce yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsedinburgh/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsbirmingham/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsnorthwales/


Gaynor Rimmer 
Gaynor as well as admin is also one the  
 amazing ambassadors  and hosts the
MERSEYSIDE group, so if your within the
MERSEYSIDE area, pop over to her group
and give her a shout , introduce yourself
and get to know other counsellors in your
area. 
CLICK HERE 

Tanja Sharpe
Tanja as well as the CEO of the group  is
also one the amazing ambassadors  and
hosts the CHESTER group, so if your
within the  CHESTER area, pop over to her
group and give her a shout , introduce
yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Claire Short 
Claire  is also one of the  ambassadors 
 and hosts the LONDON group as well as
the BUCKINGHAMSHIRE group so if your
within the  LONDON or 
 BUCKINGHAMSHIRE areas , pop over to
her group and give her a shout , introduce
yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE LONDON 

CLICK HERE BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsmerseyside/?epa=SEARCH_BOX
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorscheshire/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorslondon/
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=creative+counsellors+buckinghamshire&epa=SEARCH_BOX


Sherry Adams 
Sherry is relatively new in becoming a
regional ambassador, but she has been a
valued member of the CCC for a long
time and is very experienced. Sherry is
the awesome host for RUSHDEN group so
if your within the RUSHDEN area, pop
over to her group and give her a shout ,
introduce yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Eilish Craig 
Eiilish was one of our original regional
hosts and is also one the amazing
ambassadors and hosts the BELFAST
group, so if your within the BELFAST area,
pop over to her group and give her a
shout, introduce yourself and get to
know other counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Yasmin Shaheen-Zaffar

Yasmin is oe of our newer ambassadors
and has joined recently to take over the
Leeds group for Caroline. She has hosted
a couple of coffee and cake meet ups. so
if your local to Leeds pop into the groip
and say hi.     
CLICK HERE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsrushden
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsbelfast/


Cara  Cramp
Cara is one of our new ambassadors,
recently setting up a group for the
Leicestershire members. So if your local
to Leicestershire then pop into the group,
introduce yourself and say hi.      
CLICK HERE 

Briony Barton Chapple
 Briony is our newest Ambassador, she
joins us an ambassador for the Surrey
group. We are delighted to welcome her
to the team. If your within Surrey pop in
the group  say hi and gert to know other
members. 
CLICK HERE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsleicestershire/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorssurrey/


Member Events & Resources

OFFERONWHAT'S

COFFEE &
CAKE

M E E T  U P

M E A N W O O D  I N S T I T U T E  L E E D S
L S 6  4 L D

S u n d a y  8 t h  M a r c h  2 0 2 0
1 3 ; 0 0  -  1 5 ; 0 0

Come along for an informal met up and catch up. Meet
other creative counsellors in your area. 



Accredited Creative
 Interventions Training

2020 

The Creative Counsellor's Club are super excited to be bringing you
our accredited Creative Interventions Training. You can complete
just one day and get a CPD certificate or complete all 5 days and
receive an Accredited Creative Interventions Counselling
Certificate. 
we have been working hard behind the scenes getting this ready
for launch and training our team of Trainers to deliver the training
in an area local to you. If you would like us to come to your area
CLICK HERE and vote. 
 
The training days will consist of the following and will be run at
various dates from March to November. 
 
Module 1: Day 1 - Exploring Creativity in Counselling. Ethics,
Boundaries & Contracting
Module 2:  Day 2 - Exploring Symbols, Nesting Dolls & Miniatures in
Creative Interventions Counselling
Module 3: Day 3 - Working with Images, Photos & Cards in Creative
Interventions Counselling
Module 4: Day 4 - Working with Art & Colour in Creative
Interventions Counselling
Module 5: Day 5 - Trauma Keys - Grounding, holding and expressing
trauma in Creative Interventions Counselling
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/3025734127439047/


Creative Counsellors Club Annual
Conference 2020

Create, Inspire & Empower 

10/10/2020
Chester 

venue TBC 
BOOKINGS COMING SOON 



INTEGRATIVE SANDPLAY THERAPY

TRAINING 2020

The amazing Masha Bennet who writes our

monthly sand symbol article is delivering

training on sand play therapy. 

Masha will be running a series of short

workshops in integrative Sandplay Therapy

in 2020 in  Glossop. 

 

workshops are limited to 8 people. As an

incentive Masha has very kindly offered a

discount to Creative Counsellor Membership

Hub members. Members can claim a discount

of £30 off two day workshops and £14 off

1 day workshops.

Send all enquiries of interest to Masha at

masha@practicalhappiness.co.uk

alternatively she be contacted via her

website at www.practicehappiness.co.uk



 

Introduction to Integrative Sandplay Therapy (2

days) Sunday 15th - Monday 16th March OR

Monday 8th - Tuesday 9th June. This workshop is

open to all

 

All other workshops are only open to those that

have experience in sandplay/play therapy. 

 

Four elements in the Sandtray (1 day) Tuesday

21st April .

 

Shadow in the sandtray (1 day) Tuesday 5th May 

 

Inner child and Parts Work in the sand tray (1

day) Tuesday 23rd June

 

Soul and Spirit in the Sandtray (1 day) Tuesday

7th July

 

Working with Trauma in the Sandtray (2 days)

Sunday 26th - Monday 27th July. 



Our very own CEO and founder of the CCC, Tanja Sharpe,
has published her own book. As you can see the book was
a finalist in the Teach Primary Awards. YOU can get an
order of this fantastic book to use in your work through
Amazon.



Stay up to date with all our news, events and
creative interventions ……………...

www.facebook.com/thecreativecounsellorsclub www.instagram.com/thecreativecounsellorsclub

@CounsellorsClub



CONTACT ME 

Would you like to feature

in our monthly

magazine? have an

interesting article? A

creative tool? A poem or

a funny story get in

touch with me at

magazine@thecreativeco

insellorsclub
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